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ABSTRACT

Although multiple data link protocols that can handle 10’s of Gbps have been developed
over the years, engineers in the test industry either rely on dated standards such as RS-232 and
GPIB or expensive dedicated hardware that is inflexible and costly.
This work investigated building a framework for a test bench that is inexpensive,
scalable, open source, and easily implemented. This work reviewed modern protocols such as
USB, Ethernet, and PCI-Express to determine which protocol was the most practical as the
backbone of the framework.
The framework chose to rely on USB to provide the physical link and data protocol to
interface an FPGA to a PC. The interface within the PC is a virtual communications port that can
be utilized by a simple terminal program or scripting language such as MATLAB. The sustained
data rates achieved by this framework were 480 Mbps or over 5,000 times faster than RS-232.
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Overview
In the world of IC design, test is one of the many critical steps in the manufacturing process.

Proper testing of a product is crucial and with the ever increasing complexity of new designs it
becomes ever more difficult to guarantee that a product is completely functional. Small
research groups must balance their testing needs with what their budgets can afford. The
purpose of this project was to create an inexpensive test bench capable of testing a variety of
mixed signal ICs with minimal learning curve and overhead to the end user.
In this project the goal is to interface an
FPGA based test bench with a PC using a high
speed data link to leverage the higher level
functions in MATLAB. This will enable a suite of
Figure 1: Simplified Test Bench Illustration

tests to be performed with little time and

difficulty. As Figure 1 illustrates, a test bench consists of a control module connected to analog
and digital converts, a DUT, and usually is connected to a PC. Although FPGAs are clocked at
lower frequencies (usually below 500 MHz) compared to CPUs (1-5 GHz) they are able to
perform tasks in a single clock cycle. For example, there are no “no operation” instructions or
wasted clock cycles in an FPGA compared to a CPU. This is achieved by the very low level
programming of defining registers and connecting wires. The downside of this very low level is
that it takes a great deal of time and programming to achieve a higher level of function, such as
USB or Ethernet communication. Establishing the framework to utilize a higher level of
functionality is the focus of the project.
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The project began with the available hardware, a DE2-115 FPGA development board. The
DE2-115 provides several communication options: RS-232, Ethernet, and USB. Of these options
I ultimately chose USB for its practicality and versatility. Near the end of development process
it was discovered that the DE2-115 had a revision change. The result of the revision was
replacing the NXP ISP1362 USB Controller with Cypress Semiconductor’s CY7C67200. After fully
implementing a new FSM to handle the CY7 chip, a flaw was discovered that prevented the chip
from operating completely. The CY7 chip is over 15 years old and is considered a legacy device
by Cypress’ technical support group. The technical assistance that Cypress was able to provide
was virtually none. At this point it was decided to make a change and move to new hardware
with the DE4 development board and Cypress Semiconductor’s FX3 USB 3.0 SoC development
platform. The DE4 board offered a higher end FPGA and more expansion ports. The third and
final iteration of the test bench uses the DE4 and FX3.

1.1 Background of Technologies
1.1.1 RS-232/422
A common setup in the lab used a
DE2-115 development board and was
responsible for simple digital control of
DUTs. For example, controlling the 3-

Interface
Speed
RS-232
92 kbps
RS-422
10 Mbps
USB 2.0
Low: 1.2 Mbps, Full: 12 Mbps, High: 480 Mbps
USB 3.0 / 3.1
SuperSpeed: 5 Gbps Superspeed+: 10 Gbps
Ethernet
100 – 1,000 Mbps
PCI-Express 2.0
500 MBps per lane
Table 1: Speeds of Interfaces

wire bus and on-chip DACs. The DE2-115 also employed an RS-232 port for FPGA to PC
communication. As can be seen from Table 1, RS2-232 is the slowest communications protocol
in the list. Implementing a Universal Asynchronous Receiver / Transmitter (UART) using RS-232
2

is simple. Figure 2 illustrates the
entire UART frame and data packet.
The UART frame consist of a start
Figure 2: UART Waveform

bit defined as a zero, eight data
bits, and a stop bit defined as one. Protocols allow for the stop bit to be 1, 1.5, or 2 bits in
length. While the UART only needs one wire to transmit and one to receive (plus a ground),
there are other wires for flow control which usually are not utilized. The maximum speed
reliably achieved by RS-232 is usually 115,200 bits per second. Since two of the ten bits are
overhead, the throughput rate drops to 92,160 bits per second. Since the system is a single
wire, noise and interference severely limit the speed. A later standard, RS-422, can implement
the same UART utilizing a differential pair of wires instead of a single wire. The maximum
speed of RS-422 is 10 Mbps. This would be the clear choice for fastest setup with a decent
speed and least overhead. Unfortunately, the DE2-115 boards do not have RS-422 drivers.
1.1.2 Ethernet
Ethernet is ubiquitous
throughout the world for
networking devices together.
Due to its wide use, it is very well
documented. Unfortunately,
implementing Ethernet on FPGAs

Figure 3: Ethernet Packet Layers

is very tedious and difficult. The Ethernet chips are Marvell 88E1111 which support only the
physical layer of Ethernet. These chips provide virtually no support in building or managing an
3

Ethernet protocol such as UDP or TCP. To illustrate the complexity of an Ethernet packet, refer
to Figure 3. Before sending user generated data over Ethernet a connection must be
established. Ethernet packets are described best as Russian Dolls. Beginning with the outer
most shell is the Ethernet Packet or Ethernet Frame which contains sender and receiver MAC
addresses, the size of the payload, and the payload. The payload of the Ethernet Packet is an IP
Packet. An IP packet consists of Version, Internet Header Length, Type of Service, Length,
Identification Tag, Fragment Flag, Fragment Offset, Time to Live, Protocol, Header Checksum,
Source IP, Destination IP, and payload. The payload of an IP packet is either a UDP packet or
TCP packet. A TCP packet consists of the Sender Port Number, Receiver Port Number,
Sequence Number, Acknowledgement Number, Data Offset, Flags or Control Bits, Window Size,
Layer

Data Unit
7. Application

Host
Layers

Media
Layers

6. Presentation

Data

5. Session
4. Transport

Segments

3. Network

Packet /
Datagram

2. Data Link

Bit / Frame

1. Physical Link

Bit

OSI Model
Function
High Level APIs like remote file access
Translation of data between a networking service and
application
Managing communication sessions
Reliable transmission of data segments between points on
a network.
Structuring and managing a multi-node network
Reliable transmission of data frames between two nodes
connected by a physical layer
Transmission and reception of raw bit streams over a
physical medium

Example
HTTP, FTP, SMTP
ASCII, EBCDIC,
JPEG
RPC, PAP
TCP, UDP, L2TP
IPv4, IPv6, IPsec
PPP, IEEE 802.2
DSL, USB

Table 2: Seven Layers of Abstraction

Checksum, Urgent Pointer, and payload.
There are seven layers of abstraction for Ethernet using the Open Systems
Interconnection model (OSI). Since the Marvell chip only provides the PHY or first level, the
other layers up to at least TCP or UDP must be coded. A daunting task, usually left to an IP
core, microcontroller, or dedicated hardware. The only IP core available for this particular
Marvell chip only provides the second layer. Furthermore, the goal is to interface the FPGA
4

with MATLAB for data processing. MATLAB‘s Ethernet based sourcing options are very limited
and usually require a webserver to run on the PC to act as a bridge between the FPGA’s
Ethernet interface and MATLAB. This further complicates the setup and adds points of failure.
For the sheer complexity of implementing an Ethernet interface on the FPGA and handling the
interface at the OS level, Ethernet was not our first choice.

1.2 USB: Universal Serial Bus
1.2.1 USB: Overview
Universal Serial Bus (USB) was developed in the
mid-1990s and has come to replace nearly all connectors.
Only workstation grade PCs have legacy serial or parallel

Mode
Data Rate
Low Speed
1.5 Mbps
Full Speed
12 Mbps
High Speed
480 Mbps
SuperSpeed
5 Gbps
SuperSpeed+
10 Gbps
Table 3: USB Speeds

USB Version
1.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
3.1

ports such as RS-232. Even some workstations require a docking station to implement the
legacy ports. USB may even be more ubiquitous than Ethernet considering some laptops have
USB but not Ethernet. Since its first version, USB has grown considerably in speed. For
example, Superspeed+ is over 6,000 times faster than low speed.
USB follows a tiered-start topology and requires a host or hub
to be the center of each star. As shown in Figure 4, hubs can be daisy
chained and address multiple devices. Using multiple hubs, a
maximum of 127 devices can be connected to a host or also known
as a root hub. USB versions before 3.0 are half duplex and use the
Figure 4: USB Star Topology

same wires for sending and receiving data. As with most new
standards, USB uses a differential signal and is packet based similarly to Ethernet. The term
5

“upstream” or “in” refers to a device sending data into a hub or the host and “downstream” or
“out” refers to data going out of the host to a device. Since the same wires are used for both
upstream and downstream communication, a master-slave protocol is used to prevent
collisions and manage the bus. Slaves are unable to communicate to the host unless they are
polled by the host.
1.2.2 USB: Types of Communications
There are four types of endpoints used in USB communication: Control, Bulk,
Isochronous, and Interrupt. An endpoint (EP) is a chunk of memory that contains data to be
sent or received in a transfer. Endpoints can also be double buffered and each of the buffers
are referred to as Data0 and Data1. This allows for a device to fill Data0 as Data1 is being sent
and vice versa. Endpoints are required based on the device’s class. For example, this project
focused on creating a virtual communications port (VCP) under the Communication Device
Class (CDC) Abstract Control Model (ACM). As defined by the CDC ACM, it requires a Control
EP, Interrupt EP, and one Bulk EP for each direction. Changing any of the details, such as EP size
or type will cause the device to fail enumeration or registration with the operating system.
1.2.2.1

Control Transfers
When a device is plugged

in, it receives a message into its

USB Control Setup Packet
1. Setup Token
Sync
PID
ADDR
ENDP
2. Data0 Packet
Sync
PID
Data0
3. ACK Handshake
Sync
PID
EOP
Table 4: USB Control Setup Packet details

CRC5
CRC16

EOP
EOP

Control Endpoint, “What device are you?” All devices are required to at minimum have a
Control IN and Control OUT endpoint(s). Some devices use 1 EP and switch its direction as
needed. Other devices use two Control EPs, one for each direction. Control transfers are
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responsible for maintaining the USB network and deliver system messages and requests to
devices. A small portion of the USB bandwidth is reserved for Control Transfers.
Table 4 illustrates the structure of a Control Transfer. This level of detail is handled by
the serial interface engine (SIE) that is embedded in any USB controller chip and is inaccessible
to the FPGA or MATLAB. In this example, Data0 is what appears in the EP and would contain
the setup request, not to be confused with a setup token. The ACK handshake is analogous to
Ethernet’s TCP handshake. If the data is corrupt or never arrives, a handshake isn’t sent. If a
handshake isn’t received by the sender of data, then it resends the data. This operation is also
handled by the SIE. The next level of abstraction is where this project is focused.
There are three stages of a Control Transfer: setup, data, and status. The setup stage is
either a question or command. A question is used to find out the device’s properties and
configuration. A command sets a configuration. The data stage is optional and its direction is
dependent on the setup request. The status stage is usually a zero length packet (ZLP) or empty
packet to acknowledge the setup request was successfully handled and both the host and
device are ready to move onto a new transfer. A status or ZLP should not be confused with an
ACK Handshake token. Section 1.2.3 USB: Enumerating a Device goes into much more detail of
the setup requests.
1.2.2.2

Bulk Transfers
Bulk transfers are used to send large chunks of data periodically. Bulk transfers also

follow the TCP handshake method. As mentioned before, the host controls when a device is
polled for information. Bulk transfers are usually polled at regularly scheduled intervals. If the
EP is filled to its maximum size then once retrieving the current data the host will immediately
7

check to see if the EP is full again. Enabling double buffering of the EP is usually the easiest way
to achieve keeping the EP full for maximum throughput.
1.2.2.3

Isochronous Transfers
Isochronous transfers are similar to Ethernet’s UDP in that once the data is received an

ACK handshake is not sent. It is assumed that the type of data being sent has a self-annealing
algorithm embedded in the data and some loss is expected and tolerable. Iso EPs are
guaranteed bandwidth but not latency.
1.2.2.4

Interrupt Transfers
When a device needs immediate attention from the host an interrupt is used, similarly

to an interrupt request in a microprocessor. Due to the nature interrupts, this type of EP is
guaranteed latency in being polled but not bandwidth.
1.2.3 USB: Enumerating a Device
When a device is plugged into a host or hub, the host requests different pieces of
information from the device in order to install the correct driver. This process is called
enumeration. Each operating system enumerates a device slightly differently and every device
is required to respond to a minimum set of requests.
Since Windows is the primary OS used, only Windows will be covered. There are several
parts to the enumeration process. The first part is controlled by Windows. Windows will repeat
a request 3 times if an incorrect response is received. If an incorrect response is received a
fourth time then Windows will reset the device and begin the enumeration process over. Three
enumerations will be tried before reporting “unknown device” to device manager.
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Windows begins with requesting the device’s descriptor and then it resets the device.
This forces all devices into a known state and helps with legacy support (USB 1.0 and 1.1
devices). After the initial reset Windows requests the device’s descriptor again. Upon a valid
description the device is assigned an address. The device must first send a ZLP for the status
phase before switching its internal address to the assigned address. After the device responds
with a ZLP, all other transactions from the host are directed at the assigned address. Windows
then requests several more pieces of information, such as the status and device strings which
contain product names, manufacturers, and serial numbers. If all of the information is correctly
received then Windows allows the driver to take over.
Within the device descriptor are two important fields, the product ID (PID) and vendor
ID (VID). If the PID and VID do not match any installed driver, then Windows will check the
online database. Most VCPs use unique PIDs and VIDs to identify a unique INF file. The INF
calls upon Microsoft’s generic usbser.sys. To get this project working correctly, a unique PID
and VID had to be used and an INF file had to be modified to work on a 64-bit OS. Luckily,
usbser.sys contains all of the 64-bit information and the INF file simply had to be modified to
point to it for a 64-bit OS.
Phase 2 of the enumeration process involves driver requests which are also handled
using the Control EPs. The driver may not necessarily retry requests 3 times. If the driver’s
requests are not handled properly then it will report to Device Manager that “Device cannot
start.” The driver will request the device’s configuration and then set the configuration to one
of the possible values. After this process has completed, Device Manager will report that the
device is installed and working properly.
9

Phase 3 bridges the gap between enumeration and using the device. Since we’re
dealing with a VCP, a port must be configured just as if it were a RS-232 UART. Even though the
FPGA has direct memory access (DMA) to the EPs inside of the USB controller, the driver and
software do not know this and must send requests to set the appropriate configuration (line
coding); baud rate, flow control, stop bits, etc. The USB chip must respond to three more
Control transfers: Get Line Coding, Set Line Coding, and Set RTS DTR. RTS stands for “Request
To Send” and DTR stands for “Data Terminal Ready” which are flow control bits. Only after
these last Control transfers are complete will data flow between EPs and the terminal or
MATLAB.
1.2.4

USB: Controller Chips
Of the NXP, Cypress, FDTI, and Prolific USB chips

I’ve examined, they are nearly identical in function and
design. Figure 5 illustrates the basic components of any
USB Controller. The EPs are stored in RAM and a default
(if any) device description or program is stored in ROM.
Starting with the most basic chip would be the Prolific

Figure 5: Generic USB Controller

USB to Serial Adapter. It is not a multipurpose chip so its GPIO is not configurable and
hardwired to a line driver for RS-232. The control unit is a basic FSM that compares requests in
the Control EP with the ROM and replies accordingly.
NXP’s ISP1362 is slightly more advanced with a more flexible GPIO. The NXP chip can be
treated like a direct memory access device or can be directly controlled by an external chip such
as a microcontroller or FPGA. The NXP does not contain a default ROM or control unit.
10

Therefore there is no default program or descriptor and it cannot be programmed via EEProm
or Flash. However, since the NXP chip can be controlled by an external device, it can answer
any USB requests and thus act like an USB device or host.
The latest revision of the DE2-115 contains a controller from Cypress Semiconductor
which is highly configurable. Similarly, the FDTI chips located on the TI ADC Evaluation Board
and LogicPort USB Logic Analyzer are also highly configurable. All 3 of these chips have a RISC
processor and ROM inside of them. On boot up the chips look to see how two external pins are
configured. The four possibilities determine if the controllers read their program from internal
ROM, EEProm, Flash, or are slave to an external controller. If there is a problem reading from
external memory then the device will default to its internal ROM. In the case of the Cypress
chip, the GPIO can be configured as a UART, HSS, SPI, or HPI.

1.3 Development of the Test Bench
1.3.1

Test Bench MK I: DE2-115 and NXP’s Chip
One of the main reasons USB

was chosen as the high speed data link
Figure 6: Basic Test Bench

between the FPGA and PC was leverage
the simplicity of a VCP. Most programs or scripting languages such as MATLAB and Python,
respectively, are able to interact and control a VCP with one line of code. Any other device
would have required writing drivers specific for each OS.
The first iteration of the test bench leveraged existing hardware; the DE2, DE-70, and
DE2-115 all shared the same NXP chip. The only modification required to use the same Verilog
11

code on all three boards would be to update the pin locations in the assignment editor of
Quartus II. The assignment editor connects a physical pin to a virtual signal. Quartus II is the
design software product suite provided by Altera, the maker of the FPGAs on all of the boards
used in this project. A more advanced FPGA board was the DE3 was eyed for future iterations
of the test bench since it had more expansion ports and uses the NXP ISP1761 USB Controller.
The ISP1761 differs from the ISP1362 in that it is slightly more complicated as it supports High
Speed (480 Mbps) whereas the ISP1362 is limited to Full Speed (12 Mbps). The similarities
between the two chips would allow for a simple modification of the code which would enable
an increase in speed by 40 times.
The initial goal of the project was to establish the high speed data link using the NXP
Chip in Full Speed mode. The difficulty in this task was twofold: first it covered multiple
components and second an intimate knowledge was required to utilize each component. I had
to learn Verilog, Altera’s Design Environment, understand how to interface and operate the
NXP chip, Chapter 9 of the USB 2.0 specification, CDC ACM VCP, and Microsoft Windows’
implementation of the USB enumeration process.
The first attempt involved trying to copy the device descriptors from Prolific’s USB to
Serial adapter. Even though it implements a basic UART for RS-232, it uses proprietary drivers
which make it nearly impossible to understand the driver requests. The next attempt used
information from Lakeview Research [1] to implement a generic CDC ACM VCP. Lakeview also
provided a generic INF file used to reference Microsoft’s usbser.sys which created a generic
driver that would work on any 32 or 64-bit version of Windows.
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After a datalink was established to the FPGA using a VCP, features were added to the
FPGA such as on-the fly updating of DAC controls and three-wire bus configuration. Before any
other features were added it was discovered that the DE2-115 board had undergone a revision
change. The revision change involved swapping the NXP ISP1362 USB Controller with Cypress
Semiconductor’s CY7C67200.
1.3.2 Test Bench MK II: DE2-115 and Cypress’ Chip
Iteration two picks up right where the first iteration left off. The DE2-115 FPGA board
was revised and the NXP USB Controller was replaced by the Cypress chip. Since both NXP and
Cypress chips were pin compatible the focus was rewriting the FSM to decipher which chip was
connected to the FPGA and operate as normal. The FSM would operate transparently to the
user and deploy the same VCP in Windows.
The Cypress chip has two options for direct control; program the RISC CPU or bypass the
CPU and manipulate the SIEs using DMA. Cypress technical support deemed their chip to be
legacy and could offer no support for it. Although multiple tutorials and examples existed for
the chip, they were all for host mode. Since there can be only one, using the chip as a host
would not be practical. To even attempt to learn how to program the RISC would require
learning assembly for their custom core. The design decision was made to focus on DMA of the
control registers to bypass the CPU and interface with the SIEs directly.
Although the NXP chip was passive since it lacked anything resembling a CPU, its SIEs
were much easier to handle. For example, the NXP chip had two EP0s, one for each direction.
As a reminder, EP0 is always the Control EP. The Cypress chip relied on a single EP0 for both in
and out control transfers. This meant after every single transaction the direction of the EP had
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to be set correctly. It isn’t as simple as flipping the direction for each transaction since some
transactions are asymmetric such as the SET_ADDRESS setup packet.
The FSM was updated to enumerate the Cypress chip as a VCP exactly like the NXP chip.
They both used the same generic INF and usbser.sys files, they both appeared in device
manager as the same “DE2-115 VCP” device. However, when a terminal program would
connect to the Cypress chip there would be a burst of transactions that would last a
millisecond. These transactions were identified as the line coding (baud rate, flow control, etc.)
setup packets. It is assumed that there is an error in how the FSM handles the setup requests.
The software responsible for negotiating the line code would not quit after three tries like in
the enumeration process and instead it reaches a timeout period after a millisecond. The ACM
requests are handled the same way for both chips which raises the question: Is it the chip or
the response? The result is that data can be sent to the FPGA but data cannot be sent by the
FPGA.
When this problem was described to Cypress’ technical support team, their response
was that it, “would require significant debugging” which they are not prepared to offer.
Although 12 Mbps is a significant step above 92 kbps it isn’t worth the effort. A design decision
was made to move beyond legacy hardware to modern chips with active support.
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1.3.3 Test Bench MK III: DE4, USB 3.0, ADC
The third iteration of the test
bench makes the switch from the
DE2-115, a low cost educational
development board, to the high end
DE4 development board. Leveraging

Figure 7: Test Bench MK III

the high speed mezzanine connectors (HSMC), Cypress Semiconductor’s USB 3.0 FX3
development board is used to facilitate the USB link and establish a VCP to a PC. Utilizing the
second HSMC is TI’s ADC 5282 Evaluation board. Although the DE4 supports the use of two
DDR2 memory modules, currently the design does not take advantage of them.
The FX3 board is made by Pactron but uses the FX3 chip. Since mezzanine connectors
are an industry standard and can be found on many development boards, it will allow the FX3
to be used on multiple platforms. Cypress Semiconductor’s technical support provided
assistance with modifying a standard FX3 test program to create a VCP. The interface between
the FPGA and FX3 Is a FIFO located within the FX3’s “GPIF II”. The FX3’s GPIF II is a multiconfigurable general purpose I/O interface. It can be configured in 256 unique different ways.
The most practical way is a FIFO with a 32-bit wide data bus operating at 100 MHz for a
theoretical throughput of up to 3.2 Gbps. The GPIF II can be configured independently from the
FX3’s CPU. In other words, the FPGA to FX3 interface can remain a FIFO while the FX3 is
changed from a VCP to an external hard drive. For this project, on the PC side of the FX3, it
enumerates as a generic VCP. Regardless of what the baud rate is set for the VCP, maximum
sustained speeds have been measured at 480 Mbps.
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The ADC connected to the other HSMC port was chosen based on its speed (10-65
Msps) and for its 8 differential channels (16 SMA connectors). Not shown in Figure 7 is the SPI
over USB connection to the PC. This allows for a simple GUI program in Windows to control the
configuration of the ADC. Note that the digitized analog signals sampled by the ADC are not
passed over the SPI connection. The digitized signals are passed to the FPGA over the HSMC
port using the LVDS standard. One of the advanced features of the DE4 FPGA board is that the
Stratix IV FPGA supports on-chip termination resistors.
The ADC suffered from a critical problem: the EEProm that programs the FDTI chip used
to control the SPI over USB interface was blank. The FDTI chip appeared to work because it
would use the default program stored in internal ROM. Only because of my in depth
knowledge of USB controllers was I able to debug the issue in a timely manner. TI was
contacted about this issue and has taken steps to ensure that all evaluation boards leave their
facilities correctly programmed.
In summary, the MK III is the end result of this project. A VCP connects MATLAB or
Python to the test bench and gives it full control. It is capable of sustained throughput of 480
Mbps and capable of bursting higher depending on how much memory is allocated to the FPGA
using internal FIFOs. The test bench is able to drive digital signals via the GPIO and digitize
analog signals using the ACD.
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1.3.4 Test Bench MK IV: The Next Step
It is recommended that
the next step is to upgrade from
the DE4 board to a TR4 board.
Both boards use the exact same
FPGA and so modifications to the

Figure 8: Test Bench MK IV

code will not be required. As depicted in Figure 8, the TR4 board offers more flexibility because
it has six HSMC ports. Note that the GPIO is shared with HSMC 1, and the DDR3 interface is
shared with HSMC 4. That is to say using both an external board on HSMC 4 and DDR3 would
result in corrupting or damaging the HSMC 4 port, FPGA, and DDR3 module. Since most I/O on
HSMC boards are not used, intermingling the GPIO with an external board on HSMC 1 would be
possible assuming they use the same voltage standard. Even when a DDR3 module and a DAC
are accounted for, the TR4 still has one remaining unused HSMC port for future expandability.
The modularity of the test bench also allows for the ADC and DAC boards to be switched out.
For example some of the high speed ADCs do not work well with signals below 100 KHz.
The FX3 board is capable of speeds in excess of 3 Gbps. Speeds above 480 Mbps were
not achieved. It is believed a modification to the code would enable faster throughput over the
USB connection. The details of this modification are noted in the technical section of this
thesis.
The DDR3 module could expand the onboard memory from several megabytes to 4 GB.
The ACD’s maximum throughput at 65 MHz is 6.240 Gbps. The DDR3 has a theoretical peak
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throughput of 62 Gbps. At 4 GB of storage, this would provide storage for (4 GB / 6.240 Gbps)
5.128 seconds.
2

Technical Review of Verilog Modules
The following sections provide technical summaries of each major module. The three

USB modules, NXP’s ISP1362, Cypress’ CY7C67200, and Cypress’ FX3 are independent modules
for different USB chips and do not interact with one another. The ADC module is a standalone
module but has been integrated with the MK III test bench on the DE4. The Three-Wire Bus
module and DAC Control were developed on the Test Bench MK I but can be implemented on
any test bench with free I/O.
Anytime a signal or module is prefaced with “IN” or “OUT” it indicates the direction of
data relevant to the USB host. For example, if data is loaded to an IN Endpoint, register, or
array, then the data is sent into the PC. If data is sent from the PC then it will end up in an OUT
Endpoint, register, or array.
2.1 USB Module with NXP’s ISP1362
The NXP Chip is located on the DE2, DE2-70, and DE2-115 development boards. The
code described in this section is specific to the DE2-115 but can be easily ported to the other
boards such as the DE2 and DE2-70.
The NXP Chip is a passive chip in that it does not have an embedded CPU. The serial
interface engines (SIE) are controlled by a handful of memory mapped registers. Figure 9
illustrates a simplified block diagram of the NXP Chip. The NXP Chip is an asynchronous chip
that is controlled by an external device; in this case by an FPGA. Since the NXP Chip is an
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asynchronous device which does not depend on a clock, a hardware abstraction layer (HAL) is
used to interface with the chip using correct timings.

Figure 9: NXP ISP1362 Block Diagram

2.1.1 Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL 9000)
The input/output interface allows for direct memory access to the control registers. The
interface consist of a 16-bit data bus (DATA) and five control signals: address (ADDR), write
(WR), read (RD), chip select (CS), and Output Enable (OE). Note that all signals except for the
data are active low.
Figure 10 illustrates a read cycle followed by a write cycle. The clock signal is the system clock
and is used as a timing reference. Since the minimum assertion times for read (22 ns) or write
(25 ns) are more than a single clock cycle at 50 MHz (20 ns) either is asserted for two clock
cycles. For a command to be written the address line is pulled high and must remain high at
least one ns after WR_N (Write) is de-asserted. For this reason the ADDR_N (Address) line is
held high for three clock cycles. The break in the clock represents a break in time. There must
be a 120 ns delay between the deassertion of CS_N (Chip Select) and the next assertion of
RD_N (Read) or WR_N (Write). Completing either a read or write requires 180 ns for a cycle.
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Figure 10: HAL Timing for Read and Write Command

The HAL is a FSM that operates based on commands
received by the USB FSM. The HAL FSM’s states are able to
be read by the USB FSM. Each time the HAL FSM
completes a cycle it enters a done state for a single cycle
before entering the waiting state. The done state allows
the USB FSM to increment to the next state without the use
of extra logic signals. The “Read”, “Write”, and
“Command” states of the HAL FSM simply assert the I/O
signals as illustrated by the timing diagram.

Figure 11:NXP ISP1362 HAL State
Transitions

2.1.2 USB Finite State Machine (FSM)
Before Windows will detect the NXP Chip it must be turned on and set as a device.
When the system comes out of reset, the USB FSM sets three registers (hardware, mode,
interrupt). These registers set the NXP Chip in device mode and route interrupts to the FPGA.
In this state, the USB FSM also reads the chip’s ID number to ensure that communication is
possible. If not, an error flag is set. The error flag can be routed to an external indicator such
as an LED to alert the user that the FSM In the FPGA has failed to detect the NXP Chip.
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The concept behind the USB FSM is fairly straight forward. After boot-up and
configuration, if the NXP Chip interrupt (INT) signal is asserted then the FSM checks the
interrupt registers. If there is a bus reset then the USB FSM reconfigures the chip as if it were
powered on for the first time. A bus reset is asserted by the host or root hub and is an
instruction for the device to reset and go through the enumeration process. If a bus reset did
not trigger the interrupt then an endpoint (EP) must have and the USB FSM checks the EP status
register which points to which EP triggered the interrupt. If either the Control IN or Bulk IN EP
triggered the interrupt then that means their data was sent successfully from the last
transmission. The USB FSM clears the interrupt and returns to idle. If the Control OUT EP set
the interrupt then the setup packet is acknowledge with a specific command, the buffer is read,
cleared, and the appropriate reply is loaded into the Control IN buffer. The USB FSM then
validates the Control IN buffer which indicates to the SIE that data is ready to be sent. The USB
FSM then returns to idle. If the Bulk OUT EP set the interrupt then the USB FSM reads the data
to an array, clears the EP to allow more data to come and returns to idle. Figure 12 summarizes
these processes.
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Figure 12: State Transitions and Decisions for New Data Ready and Interrupt triggers

2.2 USB Module with CY7C67200
The CY7C67200 USB Controller is found on the latest revision of the DE2-115 board and
the code developed for it is specific to the board.
Unlike the NXP Chip, the CY7C67200 is an active USB Controller with a 16-bit RISC
processor inside with a ROM which contains a BIOS and a default program. Figure 13 illustrates
the data path inside of the CY7 as a block diagram. As detailed earlier, since there aren’t any
instructions on operating the CY7 as a device, the processor had to be bypassed. Bypassing the
processor results in the chip acting extremely similar to the NXP Chip. This was the most
difficult task of converting the NXP’s Chip code to the CY7 code. After this converting was
achieved the USB FSM acted in almost the exact same way. The key differences were to
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accomplish the same task instead of writing “Value A” to “Register A” the USB FSM wrote
“Value B” to “Register B”.

Figure 13: CY7C67200 Block Diagram

2.3 USB Module with FX3
The FX3 interfaces with the FPGA over an HSMC port and was developed exclusively for
the DE4. The TR4, DE2-115 both have HSMC connections and so it is possible to port the
design.
The FX3 is very complicated and could pass as a system on a chip (SoC) as it contains all
of the required components of a computer. Figure 14 is a simplified block diagram of the
system focusing on the relevant components used in this design. The FX3 contains both
SuperSpeed (USB 3.0) and High Speed (USB 2.0) SIEs for compatibility. The CPU is an ARM 9
based core and is connected to 512 kB of SRAM. On boot-up the CPU reads in from Flash or
EEProm a program and configures the chip. In this case it configures the chip as a VCP and the
GPIO as a FIFO. If reading from the EEProm or Flash fail, then it will use the default ROM code
stored in internal memory.
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Figure 14: FX3 Block Diagram

The five control lines required to interface with the FX3 FIFO are listed in Table 5. The
USB FSM sits in idle until either Flag C is asserted indicating the host has sent data to the FX3 or
if the IN FIFO is empty and data is presented to the USB FSM by DTRS. Data Ready To Send
(DRTS) is a signal toggled by another module within the FPGA. Flags B and D act just as A and
C, respectively, but are delayed by the “watermark” value defined in the FX3 project. The USB
FSM does not require these signals and therefore does not utilize these signals. Figure 15
illustrates the states and state transitions by the USB FSM. The default value for watermark is
six.
Name
Description
Flag A
Indicates if the FIFO is empty and data can be written
Flag B
Watermark signal, Flag A delayed by number of cycles set by watermark
Flag C
Indicates if the FIFO contains data to be read
Flag D
Watermark signal, Flag C delayed by number of cycles set by watermark
PKTEND_N
When asserted, forces the FX3 to send any data in the FIFO to the PC
Table 5: FX3 Control Signals

When data is sent to or from the PC, data is sent in a custom packet. The custom packet
is not to be confused with packets of data that create the USB protocol. The size of the packet
is an array 32 bits wide and 128 words deep. The first word in the array contains the size of the
payload, including the header and size. When the data arrives in a terminal, it appears as a
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serial stream of data. A scripting tool such as MATLAB or Python can parse the payload based
on the header and packet size.

Figure 15: FX3 FIFO Interface State Transitions

When data is loaded into the IN FIFO it will sit there until one of two events occur.
Either a threshold of data is reached within the FIFO or the signal PKTEND is asserted. Packet
End (PKTEND) signal forces the FX3 to send whatever data is in the FIFO to the PC. For example,
if 10 bytes of data are written to the IN FIFO and PKTEND is not asserted then the data will sit in
the FIFO forever. Asserting the PKTEND flag causes the IN FIFO to appear full by de-asserting
Flag A. The “Post Write” state is used to wait until the FX3 acknowledges the sending of data by
raising Flag A. Reading data from the OUT FIFO is more straightforward but begins with waiting
five clock cycles for data to appear on the bus as set by the watermark value. The waiting is
achieved by the Pre-Read state. Reading of the OUT FIFO ends when Flag C is de-asserted.
2.3.1 Achieving SuperSpeed with FX3
As previously mentioned, it may be possible to increase the speed of the FX3 up to 2-3
Gbps. The current code toggles the PKTEND signal at the end of each and every packet of data.
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This should be switched to a watchdog timer module. The USB FSM should load data into the
FX3 FIFO as often as it needs to but should never toggle the PKTEND. Once the FIFO reaches a
certain fill level, data will be sent to the PC automatically. Instead, a watchdog timer will count
the time between each packet load. If for more than a millisecond has passed since the last
packet, it will toggle the PKTEND. This will ensure that if small amounts of data are sent from
the FPGA it will not sit in the FIFO. The watchdog timer should also watch the control lines. If
the FX3 FIFO fills and sends data, it should lower Flag A to indicate that it is busy sending data.
The lowering of Flag A should also reset the watchdog timer. This is only a theory and is not
guaranteed to achieve SuperSpeed.
2.4 Control Module and ADC Grabber
The Control Module described in this section is
specific to the MK III based on the DE4. Earlier versions
of the Control Module are present for MK I and II. The
difference between the different versions are minor. The
ADC Grabber is a separate FSM within the same module
and unique to the MK III.
The main control module handles all higher
functions such as decoding data from the USB, sending

Figure 16: Control Module State Transitions

data to the USB, handling the ACD synching, and delivering data from the ADC to the USB. The
ADC and USB modules do not read data, they simply move it. Within the control module are
two state machines. Figure 16 illustrates the Control FSM state transitions. In this example,
when the USB FSM indicates that new data has arrived (NDR) and is ready to be analyzed, the
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Control FSM checks the header and jumps to the next state. If the header is incorrect then the
data is ignored and is eventually over written. Once in the “copy array” state, the data is copied
into whatever array the command requires (ADC, DAC, 3-Wire Bus, etc). In this example a
command is received to begin digitizing signals using the ADC. The ADC’s array is then copied
and sent into the PC. The process of moving large arrays of 128 or 256 words deep by 32 bits
takes only 2-3 clock cycles.
Handling data between the
ADC FIFO and FX3 FIFO is very similar.
When the ADC module indicates the
array is full, then the Control FSM

Figure 17: ADC to FX3 Transfer

transfers the ADC array into the FX3 IN Array and toggles Data Ready To Send (DRTS). As shown
in Figure 17, the transfer between the two arrays takes a single clock cycle, so each module can
begin filling (ADC) or emptying (FX3) each array in parallel.
The ADC Grabber is also responsible for partially parsing the data so that when it arrives
in a serial stream, it is in order. Since each value from the ADC is 12 bits, it must be properly
aligned as it is added to the FX3 FIFO. For example, concatenating the values 0xABC, 0xDEF
would produce 0xABCDEF on the FX3 Data Bus. However, the lowest byte is sent first resulting
in the serial stream of EF CD AB. Notice that each byte is in the correct order (EF, AB), but the
two concatenated nibbles (CD) are in the wrong location. Figure 18 illustrates the reordering of
nibbles to resolve this problem: “nibX_Y” where X is the channel and Y is one of the three

Figure 18: Nibble Alignment in Control
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nibbles that make up the 12 bit value. As a result the serial stream appears as AB CD EF and is
easily passed into 0xABC 0xDEF using MATLAB or Python.
2.5 ADC Module
The ADS5282EVM was used to augment the
Test Bench MK III to provide it with the ability to
sample analog signals. As illustrated by Figure 19,
the ADC has 8 differential channels at 12 bits of
resolution. The digital output consists of the 8
channels, a bit clock, and frame clock. The digital
signals are low voltage differential signals (LVDS).
The ADC is programmed by its own USB port and SPI
software. Quartus II provides a simple interface

Figure 19: Block Diagram of ADC

through the IP Core Megawizard. The DE4 board has on-chip termination. To turn on the
resistors, users must modify the pin assignments in the assignment editor of Quartus II. The
signal must be assigned an “I/O Standard” of LVDS, and an “Input Termination” of differential.
The fact that a signal was labeled an input vs an output and LVDS was not enough for Quartus II
to identify that a termination resistor was required. The LVDS signals are serialized, dual data
rate (DDR) signals. The signals must be parallelized before they can be manipulated. As Figure
20 shows, the individual data bits are aligned to the bit clock with a phase offset of 90. The
frame clock indicates the start of a new word. Unfortunately, the LVDS function does not use
the word clock and an alternative must be used. With most high speed serial devices (including
USB) a sync word is used to align the data. If data becomes unaligned, the system must redo
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the syncing process. In USB, each packet contains a sync word as the two devices are
asynchronous to each other.

Figure 20: Timing Diagram of ADC Signals

Figure 21: ADC System Block Diagram

The ADC was driven by a clock from the FPGA, however there was a certain skew as the
clock passes through the ACD back into the FPGA. This skew created a clock boundary issue.
Figure 21 illustrates the system and different clock domains are illustrated by red and blue
lines. The ADC control circuitry reads a word out of the FIFO, and compares it to the sync word
of 0xFC0. If the word does not match, then the ADC control pulses the sync line again.
Although the sync line crossing the clock boundary could induce a glitch, it is a controlled glitch.
The ADC_Enable signal is also crossing the clock boundary to become the write request signal
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for the ADC FIFO. This signal does not oscillate and should not create glitches since the signal
states high until the FPGA has completed the entire sampling process.
To interface with the Control FSM, the ADC Grabber FSM grabs data out of the ADC FIFO
whenever the Empty signal is de-asserted. Once the ADC Grabber reaches the limit of its array,
it signals to the Control FSM to pick up the data. Once data is picked up the module returns to
emptying the FIFO.

2.6 DAC Control
The DAC Control is a
standalone module and can be
implemented in any version of the
test bench or in any other project.

Figure 22: DAC Control Block Diagram

The DAC Control Module contains a very simple FSM and a counter module as shown in Figure
22. When enabled, the DAC FSM jumps into a state and enables the counters. The counters
point to a value in the array. The array is 8-bits wide and 100 words deep. The value is
grabbed, serialized, and sent to the DUT. The counter divides down the system clock to a speed
that the DUT is capable of handling. The bus between the serializer and DUT consists of the
serial data, clock, and a signal to latch the new value. There are four commands that the
Control FSM supports: Update DAC Array, Set DC Offset, Set Phase Offset, and Enable. The DC
Offset simply adds the offset value to the value from the array just before it is serialized. The
Phase Offset takes the current value of the counter pointer and adds the offset value. Once the
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counter pointer gets to the end of the array, it resets and goes through the array again. This
reset does not clear the phase offset.

2.7 Three-Wire Bus Control
The three-wire bus module is a simple standalone module that can be added to any of
the test benches or to any other project. The counter circuitry divides down the system clock
to a few MHz. The counter steps though the array which is a series of single bits. The bus
between the serializer and DUT consist of serial data, clock, and latch. A command over the
USB bus can update the three wire bus array on the fly. When the control module receives a
command to send the three-wire bus data, it signals the module and once it is done it stops.
The module does not continue to assert the data.

Figure 23: Three Wire Bus Block Diagram
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3

Setup of the Test Bench
The following sections deal with the physical setup of the test bench. Before making a

purchase for another test setup, review this section and verify all components will be ordered.
Also, after the new DE4 boards arrive, review this section again to ensure proper setup of the
board.
3.1 Required Hardware
The table below lists all of the hardware required to reproduce the results in this paper.
There are four FPGAs listed, although for the final test bench only the DE4 is needed. Also note
that the DE2-115 FPGA does not have on chip termination resistors but the PCB does provide
pads for resistors to be soldered to implement LVDS. Without soldering the 100 Ohm
termination resistors, the DE2-115 may not properly interface with the ADC board. The FX3
does not use LVDS therefore termination resistors may cause failures.
Part
DE2-115 Rev A
DE2-115 Rev B
DE4 –Stratix IV
TR4 –Stratix IV
THCB-HMF2
ADS5282EVM
HSMC-ADC-Bridge Rev C
Pactron FX3
HSMC Daughter board
Power Supply
Function Generator
Table 6: Part List

QTY
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

Type
FPGA
FPGA
FPGA
FPGA
Adapter
ADC Eval.
Adapter
USB Eval.
Adapter

Part List
Note
NXP ISP1362
Cypress
2 x HSMC
6 x HSMC
HSMC Riser
TI
Pactron

Seller
Discontinued
http://www.terasic.com.tw/

http://www.ti.com/tool/ads5282evm
http://www.pactroninc.com/fx3fpga/

5 V DC
2 Vpp Max

3.2 Required Software
1. Quartus II – Any subscription version that supports the Stratix IV. Version 13.0 was used to
complete this project. A license is required to compile for the Stratix IV. License file must be
placed in the Altera directory, not version directory.
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2. ADC SPI Software – The software is located with this file.
3. FTDI Programmer – Programs the EEProm of the ACD EVM. Provided with this file.
4. EZ-USB FX3 SDK – Cypress.com offers a free SDK for writing firmware.
5. FX3 SlaveFIFO_CDC – Source Code Firmware of the FX3 used in this project. Included with this
file.
6. HTerm – terminal program is provided with this file.

3.3 Connecting the Components

Figure 24: Test Bench Assembled

1. J26, Sample CLK to ADC from FPGA, CMOS
2. J14, CLK OUT from FPGA to ADC, CMOS
3. HSMC “HSMA” port to ADC, I/O Standard: LVDS, Termination: Differential
4. HSMC “HSMB” port to FX3, I/O Standard: Default
5. USB Blaster Port to program FPGA
6. Power Port for FPGA
7. Power Switch
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8. Power to ADC, 5V
9. Ground to ADC

Figure 25: Side View of the DE4 Board

Above is a side view of the setup. Note how two HSMC Risers are required to prevent the
FX3 board from interfering with the FPGA’s cooling fan. Only one HSMC Riser is required for
the ADC module to avoid the four Ethernet ports. For added reliability, the FX3 and HSMC
Risers can be bolted together.

3.4 Configure DE4 Development Board
There are several switches located on the DE4 board that manually select and route the
100 MHz oscillator into the chip. By default the FPGA will not work because it is set to an
external signal.
DE4 Switches
Switch
SW4

1 = ON
11

SW6
SW8
SW9

1111 1111
1111
0010

Table 7: DE4 Switch Configuration
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4

Testing the Test Bench
The following graphs were obtained from either using the ADC’s internal test functions or a

signal generator. After properly setting up and properly syncing the ADC to the FPGA’s LVDS
module, 16,830 samples were taken and processed in MATLAB and MS Excel. The number of
samples was chosen to not overflow the FIFO between the ADC and control module internal to
the FPGA.
4.1 Test Pattern Ramp
The first test to verify that the entire data
chain (ADC, FPGA, USB, and MATLAB) is to
run a ramp test. Each channel runs through
every possible value in the 12 bit words and
over flows. The result is what looks like a
saw-tooth or ramp pattern. This only tests
the back-end or digital part of the ADC.
Further testing is required to verify that the
ACD is able to capture an analog signal.

Figure 26: Ramp Test
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4.2 Constant Amplitude Frequency Sweep
The 12-bit values correspond to 0 to 4095, or 4096 different levels. The maximum voltage
amplitude 2VPP, zero should be very close to 2048 and -2V at 0. This comes out to roughly 1 mV
per LSB. In the constant amplitude frequency test, the amplitude was held at 1.5 VPP, and the
frequency was swept from 100 KHz to 1 MHz in 100 KHz steps. All of the signals recorded
appear to be very similar in amplitude. A low frequency of 10 KHz was tested, but it was
beyond the lower limit of the ADC and produced an unusable waveform.

Various Frequencies at 1.5Vpp
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
3000

3010

3020

3030

3040

3050

3060

100KHz

200KHz

300KHz

400KHz

500KHz

600Khz

700KHz

800KHz

900KHz

1000KHz

Figure 27: Frequency Sweep at 1.5 Vpp
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3070

4.3 Amplitude Sweep of Various Frequencies
The following graphs were obtained by sweeping the voltage amplitude at four different
frequencies. The purpose of this test was to verify that the ADC did not introduce a phase shift
based on amplitude. Based on a qualitative analysis, it does not appear any significant phase
shifting has occurred.

Figure 28: Voltage Sweep at 100 KHz, 200 KHz, 500 KHz, and 1,000 KHz
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4.4 Fourier Transform
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to analyze the components of a signal. Each peak
indicates power at that frequency. The FFT was used to abstract the harmonics of the signals to
compare them with the fundamental. The purpose of this analysis is to verify that the ADC isn’t
introducing a significant amount of noise to the signal as it is digitized. Figure 30 shows a
smoothed version of the FFT. Since the various signals were sampled with the same number of
samples and not a set number of cycles the power distribution appears uneven in Figure 29.
The smoothing was accomplished by convolving the FFT with a vector of 1’s and 0’s.

Figure 29: FFT of Frequency Sweep at 1.5Vpp, Linear Scale
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Figure 30: FFT of Frequency Sweep at 1.5Vpp, Linear Scale, smoothed using convolution
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4.5 Fundamental to Harmonic Ratio (FHR)
The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is a metric used to compare the desired signal to
background noise. Utilizing the data obtained from the FFT above, the harmonics are
compared to the fundamental signal. In Figure 31, the primary harmonic is compared to the
summation of the second, third, fourth, and fifth harmonics. Figure 32 illustrates the
fundamental compared to the individual harmonics. The following equation was used in the
FHR calculation:
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦
𝐹𝐻𝑅 = 20 ∗ 𝐿𝑜𝑔(
)
𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑟𝑑, 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑡ℎ, 𝐹𝑖𝑓𝑡ℎ

Figure 31: SNR of ADC over Frequency

Figure 32: Harmonics vs Frequency
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4.6 Harmonics vs. Amplitude
The following graphs are used to illustrate how well the ADC differentiates between the
fundamental and harmonics as the amplitude decreases. At 10 mV the difference decreases
significantly. However, it is still easy to differentiate between the fundamental and harmonics.

Figure 33: Harmonics vs Amplitude at 100 KHz, 200 KHz, 500 KHz, 1000 KHz
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5

Tutorials and Troubleshooting
This section covers various tutorials and troubleshooting techniques. Information on how

to program the EEProm and Flash memories for the ADC and FX3 are in this section. The
various subsections are to ensure a new test bench can be setup with minimal effort.
5.1 Commands
There are two ways to grab data from a terminal window. The first style is to poll the port
and grab characters/data/numbers as they appear and look for a header. This sequential
grabbing of data can be thrown off very easily by just one bad character. The second way is to
retrieve a string of data all at once, or a packet of data. This latter style is what was chosen. In
a normal terminal window typing “05 AF” would send a single USB packet containing each of
the ASCII characters. In HTerm, a string of characters can be sent all at once in one continuous
stream.
Name
LEDG
LEGR
echo
add1
bw_small_test
bw_large_test
Go
en_3wb
data_3wb
start_adc
prog_adc
adc_send_data
adc_sync
data0
dac_phase
dac_enable
dac_clk_select
dac_dcbias
dac_wave
Table 8: Command List

HEX
0x00
0x01
0x02
0x03
0x04
0x05
0x06
0x07
0x08
0x10
0x11
0x12
0x14
0x20
0x30
0x31
0x32
0x33
0x40

Command List
Description
Toggles green LEDs
Toggles Red LEDs (DE2-115)
Echoes back 4 32 bit words of the payload
Adds 1 to the 2nd 32-bit word
Sends 32 payloads of size 2
Returns N number of payloads
Runs N tests based on payload
Configures 3 wire bus
Updates 3-wire bus with payload
Unused
Sets channel selector and sample count
Used when returning data to PC
Sets ADC grabber to sync to 0xFC0 or 0x03F
Generic – unused
Updates the phase of the DAC
Selects which DAC to enable
Selects which DAC CLK to use
Offsets each value in the DAC array with payload
Update the default sine wave
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The following table is a list of examples. Each string of data begins with a header of
0x05 0xAF to ensure the USB state machine is in the proper state and grabs the data correctly.
Some commands require a payload. Each command can be unique and so the end user should
refer to both “control.sv” and “control_protocol.sv” when invoking commands.
Command
Code
LED Green
05AF 0000 A500 0000
Echo
05AF 0200 ABCD 1234
Add1
05AF 0300 0F00 0000
Add1
05AF 0300 FF00 0000
Prog ADC
05AF 1100 FF3F 0000
Sync ADC
05AF 1402 0000 0000
Go
05AF 0600 0100 0000
Table 9: Command Examples

Command Examples
Description
The LEDs will turn on in alternating checker board pattern for each nibble.
The first two words (8 bytes) will be echoed back.
05AF 03000 1000 0000 will be returned
05AF 03000 0001 0000 will be returned, noticed the byte order.
Grabber will count to 0x3FFF or 16,383
If Bit 29 is high, 0xFC0 is synced, else 0x03F.
Bit 0 of word 1 is tied to enabling the ADC.

5.2 Instructions to Capture a Signal
This is a step by step procedure for initializing the test setup and viewing a digitized
analog signal from the ADC in MATLAB.
1. The FPGA should be powered and connected to the FX3 module, and ADC module.
2. The ADC requires 5v DC and the FX3 module only requires a USB cable (2.0 or 3.0).
3. Connect a function generator to port 1 (J9) on the ADC.
4. Connect an SMA Cable from J14 “SMA CLOCK OUT” on the FPGA to J26 “CLKIN” on the ADC.
5. Open parse.m in MATLAB
6. Program the FPGA by opening the project “usb_6_control” in Quartus II, opening the
programmer by double clicking on “Program Device” under the compilation window (Figure 34).
Select the FPGA from “Hardware Setup” button and hitting start (Figure 35).
7. Open HTerm and connect to the communications port 04 (COM3 is usually an Intel Modem). If
using a USB 3.0 port for the FX3, press the red reset button on the FX3 board after pressing
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connect in HTerm. In general the USB Virtual COM Port is in the higher number. You verify this
by Window’s Device Manager (Figure 36).
8. In HTerm in the receive section, check Hex, and uncheck ASCII if selected. In the Transmit
section, do the same: to the left of the text box to transmit, change “Type: ASC” to “HEX”.
9. Verify the connection by altering the LEDs on the FPGA using command “05 AF 00 00 XX” where
XX is bit aligned for the 8 green LEDs. A 1 will turn the respective LED off.
10. Open the ADC’s SPI Control Panel Program from the Start Menu and then select the “ADS528X”
tab (Figure 37).
11. On the ADC window, hit the Reset button. The SPI display should illustrate the wave form sent
to the ADC.
12. On the ADC window, disable Clock: Differential to set Single Ended. Toggle LSB First to MSB
First. Select “TEST MODE” as “OUTPUT=Sync”.
13. In HTerm send command “05 AF 14 FF 00 00 00 00” to Sync to MSB. When done the FPGA will
echo back “05 AF 14 02 00 00 00 00”. Note: If the sync pattern is not in use, the FPGA could
sync to random data.
14. Send command “05 AF 11 00 0F 00 00 00”. The first two bytes are the header. The 3rd byte
(0x11) is the sync command. The 5th byte (0x0F) is the number of samples in hex. Send go
command “05 AF 06 00 01 00 00 00” where 0x06 is the command, and 0x01 is to start the ADC
sampling. A correct sample will begin with the header “05 AF 13 2F 0F 00 00 00” where 0x2F is
the number of 4 byte words in the packet, 0x0F is the samples taken so far. The first 24 nibbles
will be zeros because of the cleared FIFO (Figure 38).
15. In the ADC SPI interface, switch “OUTPUT=Sync:” to “TEST MODE: NONE”.
16. In HTerm hit “Clear Received” to remove the test data. This makes copy/paste easier for the
next step. Send command “05 AF 11 00 FF 20 00 00” to set 0x20FF / 8,447 samples. Then send
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“05 AF 06 00 01 00 00 00” to sample. For values over 0x0FFF the terminal may hang or even
crash on slow computers. If the terminal hangs, allow it to process the data. At this time the
reason for the hanging is unknown. Large sample sizes do not fill system RAM nor HDD space.
HTerm may be trying to display all of the data. Using MATLAB to dump the data to RAM or a
text file would not involve displaying the data graphically and may solve this issue.
17. In HTerm, left click in the received window. Press CTRL + A to select all. Right click, select copy
as Hex. Paste data into a text file, save and close.
18. In MATLAB run the parser function and select the saved file. Once done MATLAB will display a
graph of the parsed data. In MATLAB, the number of rows should match the number of
samples.

5.3 Programming the FX3 Flash
1. Connect the FX3 to the PC using a USB 2.0/3.0 cable.
2. Set the following jumpers, the triangle indicates pin 1. Note: J7 and J8 should not be on the
same time. For programming use J7 1-2, for running use J8 2-3.

FX3 Jumper Settings
Jumper

Value

Jumper

Value

J2

2.5V

J9

2-3

J3
J4

2-3
2-3

J10
J11

2-3
2-3

J5
J6

No Connect
1-2

J12
J14

No Connect
2-3

J7 –PROG
J8 – RUN

1-2*
2-3*

J16
J17

No Connect
No Connect

Table 10: FX3 Jumper Settings

3. Open USB EZ Suite and open CY Tools -> USB Control Center
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4. “Cypress USB BootLoader” should appear in the window. Select it then Program -> FX3 -> Flash.
Do not unplug the FX3 until it says succeeded. If it fails, try the EEProm. Note, if EEProm is used
you may have to use different jumper settings. See Figure 39.
5. After the FX3 is programmed, unplug it from USB, switch J7 to J8, and plug it back in. The device
should enumerate as a USB Serial Converter. “Cypress USB BootLoader” should NOT be present
in the window.

5.4 Programming the ADC EEProm
1. Unplug all other USB devices that may contain an FDTI Chip such as the LogicPort Logic Analyzer.
If you’re unsure, unplug everything that isn’t a keyboard or mouse.
2. Refer to Figure 40, open and select file ADS5545.ept. You should see only 1 device listed in the
bottom area. Click the lightning bolt to program the device.
3. When finished, power cycle the ADC and verify that it appears in Window’s Device Manager for
a “USB Serial Converter”. Open the properties and select the Details tab. Select “Bus reported
device description” for “USB ADC Interface”.

5.5 Troubleshooting Guide

1

I switched from the first DE4 board to a second and now the project doesn’t work.
Verify that the jumper settings are exactly the same. The crystals that provide the base
frequencies are routed through physical switches. See Table 7.

2

The ADC SPI Control Panel gives me a LabVIEW error “LabVIEW: An input parameter is invalid. …”
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Check Window’s Device Manager for a “USB Serial Converter”. Open the properties and select
the Details tab. Bus reported device description should be “USB ADC Interface”. If this is not the
case, the EEProm may be empty: See Program the ADC EEProm.
3

The ADC SPI Control Panel was working but now I get the LabVIEW error.
Power cycle the ADC, FPGA, and USB FX3.

4

The project no longer works. The last thing I changed was the LVDS module.
Quartus II 13.x (possibly other versions) contains a bug in the MegaWizard where it fails to
capture data typed in. When typing in the number of channels (8) and number of bit of
deserialization (12), hit enter after typing each number. Notice the “resources used” box in the
lower left updates after you hit enter.

5

Any terminal program that I use hangs when connecting to the FX3.
Press the red reset button. There is a glitch when using a USB 3.0 port (with either 2.0 or 3.0
cable).

6

I’m using the NXP ISP1362 USB module and the FPGA accepts and acts on data sent to it but it will
not send data back.
Click the DTR button. DTR stands for Data Terminal Ready. The NXPISP1362 code specifically
looks for that setup packet before enabling data to go into the PC.

7

I’m using the NXP ISP1362 on a DE2-115 board but can’t seem to get it to work or debug.
The later version of the DE2-115 board has a Cypress Semiconductor Chip instead of the NXP
(Philips) ISP1362 chip. The NXP chip is gullwing design and the Cypress is BGA. They are located
below the blue audio port. The code does not work with Cypress.

8

Using the LogicPort analyzer shows changing data from the ADC when a static test pattern is
being sent. Why is this?
See #4.
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Figure 34: Quartus II Programmer
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Figure 35: Programming the FPGA

Figure 36: HTerm Program
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Figure 37: ADC SPI Program
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Figure 38: ADC Sync Example
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Figure 39: Programming FX3 Flash
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Figure 40: ADC SPI FDTI Chip Programmer
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